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Abstract. We describe the design and development of COSMILOG (Cosmıc Ray
Logger), a pipeline that aims to be completely open-source, licensed under General
Public License V3. COSMILOG can detect cosmic rays on a given data file (FITS/PNG-
/JPG). For this purpose, COSMILOG uses, Python3, astropy, L.A. Cosmic (a rebuilt
version). For a better user experience, COSMILOG also comes with COSMILOG-GUI
which offers a mordern and practical interface. With this pipeline, cosmic ray counts
can be driven from all kind of raw CCD data including night observation data, All SKy
Camera, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cosmic Rays (CR) are a form of high-energy radiation. Particles with high velocities hit
the Earth’s upper atmosphere and create a shower of other high-energy particles.CRs
are Trouble-makers for modern astronomy science since we cannot stop them from
hitting the CCD cameras. CRs once was a problem for computers too. They can hit a
specific part of a Random Access Memory (RAM) and cause a bit to flip from 0 to 1
state and even may cause a crash. There are various ways to detect CRs. Detectors can
drive count of the CRs and even the velocity or energy of each CR.
COSMILOG is trying to be the most cost-efficient way to observe the only number of
CRs for a given site.

2. APPROACH

CRs can effect CCD data. This effect especially is more crucial for spectroscopy. For
overcoming these problems mathematical methods (Edge detection) for Cosmic Ray
removals developed and are used to clean CCD data. As it is obvious to clean data from
CRs we mush first detect them. With using these methods on scientific data obtained
from an observatory, CR count can easily be found.
One of the best devices to drive CR count could be an All Sky Camera (ASC). Since
ASCs uses a fish-eye lens a good part of the CCD won’t be exposed to light and must
only return Dark level. Any spikes in this section of an ASC data most probably are
caused by CRs. COSMILOG can create circular or polygonal masks to avoid CR count-
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ing from any part of data. This can be used to drive CR count from only previously
explained, not exposed part of the data.

3. COSMILOG & COSMILOG-GUI

COSMILOG1 uses two different methods to count CRs.

• L.A.Cosmic (van Dokkum et al. 2012)

• Median Filtering(Craig et al. 2017)

For this purpose, COSMILOG uses Python3 and some other modules. COSMILOG-
GUI is a QT graphical user interface created for better user experience.

Module Origin
ginga COSMILOG-GUI

ccdproc COSMILOG
numpy COSMILOG

PIL COSMILOG
sep COSMILOG

matplotlib COSMILOG-GUI
pyqt5 COSMILOG-GUI

astropy COSMILOG

Tbl1: Table of dependencies of COSMILOG and COSMILOG-GUI

COSMILOG can be used either as a Python3 module or a piece of software.

4. VISUALS

Fig1: COSMILOG module in use. DS9 shows the data. DS9 left frame: Original ASC
data. DS9 right frame: masked ASC data.

1https://github.com/mshemuni/COSMILOG
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Fig2: Same process as in Fig1 done by GUI using COSMILOG-GUI

5. CODE

COSMILOG is a modular and Object-oriented piece of code.

def data(self, file):
"""Reads FITS files and returns numpy array as data"""
try:

if self.check(file):
data = fts.getdata(file).astype(f64)
if data.ndim == 2:

return(data)
elif data.ndim > 2:

return(data[self.def_layer])
except Exception as e:

self.logger.log(e)

One of methods from one of modules created for COSMILOG

COSMILOG-GUI adds COSMILOG module to some graphical elements to achieve its
functionality.

6. RESULTS

Fig3 shows CR count for 10 days and as seen JD2458445 has a rises on CR count. This
might belong to a supernova happened at the day in question. The sunset and sunrise
effects can be seen at the beginning and end of each day’s graph. Please notice data was
taken from DAG site in Turkey with the timezone of GMT+3.
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Fig3: CR count of 10 continues days obtained from an Alcor-System All Sky Camera.
Blue star shows the time of the Supernova "AT2018izq"

7. CONCLUSION

This method can be used to count CR belongs to a certain site and as seen in Fig3 is
responsive to CRs from the sun or other CR sources.
The downside of this method is it cannot determine the direction of the incident. If
we could process data from different sites over the globe, we might be able to roughly
determine the direction of incidence.
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